
SUSTAINING MOMENTUM 
What does it take to keep a Group healthy and exciting? Here are a few 
tips for how you can create and sustain momentum in any environment.  

• Eat Good Food. Seriously. Good food makes people happy! 

• Make Meaningful Connections. Proverbs 27:17 says, “As iron sharpens 
iron, so a friend sharpens a friend.” People feel cared for when 
someone is genuinely interested in how they are doing. Asking 
questions like how are you doing? and how can I pray for you? is a great 
start to meaningful, sharpening conversation (see “MAPS” Quick Sheet).  

• Tell Great Stories. Share what God has done in, around, and through 
your life. Testimonies encourage us in our faith and remind us of what 
matters most. 

• Pray for One Another. Commit to praying for each other in person and 
during the week. Share with each other how God is meeting your needs 
as you surrender more to Him. 

• Live On Mission. Serving others is a bonding agent for connection. 
Brainstorm ideas on how you can live missionally in your families, 
neighborhoods, workplaces, and through the 20/20 Outreach strategy 
at New Life. 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• Maintain a Team Approach. Many Groups will have rowdy kids. Many 
Groups will grow beyond capacity. Be willing to talk openly about 
solutions as needed. 

• Have Fun! It’s OK to break the mold from time to time. Find ways to 
engage in fun activities outside your normal format.  

• Communicate Often. Be sure to make sure people are contacted and 
informed about what’s going on. Use InFellowship as a tool to help you 
keep in contact throughout the week.  

• Multiply Leadership. In order to make disciples who make disciples, we 
must multiply! Allow your Group to grow, realizing there will be a time 
when releasing a leader or two will be healthy (after 2+ seasons of 
meeting). Look for people within your Group that you can disciple and 
release into leading their own Group. 
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